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This is a revised version of
Tvvo-dirnepsionai Jacobian Conjeeture, Proe.
     K!T Math. Wbrkshop 1988, pp. 77-98, &
Some remarks on the two-dimensional Jacobian
     Conjecture, Chin. J. IVlath. 17 (1989), 1-7.
  The Jacobian Conjecture is formulated as follows:
  Jacobian Conjecture. Let fi,...,fn be polynomials in xi,•••,xn
over the complex number field C. ff the Jacobian 0(fi,••.,fn)/a(xi,
...
,x.) is a non-zero constant, then C[fi,...,fnl = C[xi,..•,xn], or
equivalently, the mapping of C" into itself defined by (xi, . . . ,xn) -
(fi,•••,fn) is biregular.
  Once this is proved, one can replace C by any field of characteristic
zero.
  If n = 1, then the conjecture is obviously true, and the case where
n22has beenaproblem '
  The problem was formulated by Ke!ler [K] in 1939. There are some
partial answers. Some of partial answers in the two-dimensional case
are based on convex polygons of f, g such that 0(f,g)10(x,y) is a
non-zero constant. Therefore, we shall discuss convex polygons of
polynomials, and, for the purpose, we begin with some remarks on
derivations of K[x, yl, where .K is a field of characteristic zero.
  Then we shall discuss how to apply our results on convex polygons
to some known partial answers. Then we try to generalize some results
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  At the end of this article, we try to apply these generaiized results
to the Conjecture. '
  Throughout this artidle, a ring means a commutative ring with iden-
tity. K denotes always an algebraicaily closed field of characteristic
zero. For a polynomial f in x, y, we denote by f=, fy its partial
derivatives. .
1. Some remarks on derivations of K[x,yl.
  First we recaJl the following theorem.
  ZAKS THEoREM (ZAKs [Z]). ifR is a Dedeki'nd subring ofa poly-
nomial ring over K and ifK' S R, then there is a polynomial h such
that R = K[hl.
  From now on in this section, we restrict our observation to the
two-dimensional case.
  For each polynomial g E K[x,yl, we have a mapping f . a(f,
g)la(x,y). This is a derivation of K[x,y], and we denote this deriva-
tion by dg. dg is obvipusly a K-derivation, i,e., dg is trivial on K.
  THEoREM ILI. Letdbeanon-trivialK-derivation ofK[x,y]. Then
the ring Cd of constants for d is either K or K[h] with an h Åë K. In
this latter case, K[h] is integralIY closed in K(x, y], and d = (gi/g2)dh
vvhere gi E K[x,yj and g2 divides both h. and hy.
  PRooF: Cd is integrally closed in K[x,y]. Therefore by Zaks the-
orem, we see that Cd is either K or K[h] (h Åë K). Since d is a
derivation of K[x,y], d = ki(a/ax)+ k2(a/ay) (ki E K(x,y]), and in
the latter case, dh = O, and kih.+k2hy = O. Let g2 be the GCM of hr,
hy and set gi = g2kilhy(= -g2k2/ht). Then we have d= (gilg2)dh.
  CORoLLARy 1.2. For a polynomial h E K[x,yl, there is a K-deri-
vation d ofK(x, y] such that its ring of constants coincides svith K[h]
if and only ifK[hl is integrally closed in K(x,y]. (Cf. [NNgD
  CoRoLLARy 1.3. ff f, g (E K[x,y]) satisfy a(f,g)la(x,y) = O,




 2. Convex polygons. .
   Let f E K(x,y]. We denote by supf the set of lattice points (i,1")
 on the plane R2 such that the ceeficieRt of xiyi in f is Rot zere.
 The least convex pelygon containiBg sup f U {e} is cailed the convex
 polygon of f.")
   By a direction, we under$tand a pair of rational integers p, q such
 that (i) p År O er g År g arid (ii) p aad g axre coprime.
   We 3ay that apolyRomial f !s a (p,g)-form of degree n if it ls of
 the form
                   ]Åí aiJ-xiy;' (aiiEK)•
                 :P+ig xn
   The degree n is deReted by dpgÅqf).
   If f E K[x,y], then f has a decornposition to the sum of (p,g)-
     f= fd! +'''+fd. (di År••tÅr ds; each fd, i$
                         a non-zero (p, g)-form of degree di)
   We cal1 fd, the leading (p,g)-form of f. !ts degree di is called the
 (p,g)-degree ef f and is deneted by d,,(f).
   For a (p,g)-form h, suph lies oR a line. The least line segment
 Åëontaining suph is denoted by sup h (if suph consists of only one
 point, then sup h is a point). '
   REMARK. in the (p,g)-formt decempesitieR ef i abeve,
    (i) ifpg Åq e, the fd. is the leading (-p,-g)-form of f',
   (ii) supf is in between two lines px +ay = di and px +gy = ds,
       and
   (iii) the ixxtersectieR Qf sup .f and tke line px + gy mu di coiRcides
       with sup fd, for each i.
    Consider two polynomial$ and their (p, q)-form deeornpositions:
         f(x, y) = f2, +•••+ fd., g(x, y) = gc, +•••+ ge,•
  Then a(f, g)/a(x, y) = Åí a (fd, , g.i ) /e(x, yÅr and each
                      ii '
")This is often Åëal1ad the Newton polygon of f.
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                    a (fdi, gei ) la(x, y)
is a (p,g)-•forrn of degree di + ej -p -- g. Therefore we have (cÅí {NB},
[NNK])
  THEoREM 2.1.
  (1) ff a(L g)la( x, y) = O, then Åí a(fd,, ga, ) 10(x, y) = O for
                            d&ei ---'k
     each k and
  (2) ifa(f,g)le(x,y) is a ReR-zere constant, Shen tke same eguaE-
      ties hold except for the case k =p+g.
  Now we have
  THEonEM 2.2. ([AOI, (NNkl, [Nwl) lf a(f,g)la(x,y) =: O, then
the convex polygon off is sirm'1ar to the one ofg with origin as the
eeRter cf sinv'1an' ty and with ratio deg f : degs.
  PRccF: First we consider tke leadiRg (1,1)-fcrms f., g. cf f, g,
respectively. Then a(f.,g.)!a(x,y) = O, and there is a (1,1)-form
                   iih such that f. : ahM , gn = bh" (a, bE K). Therefore sup frrt is
similar te sup g. wkh erigixx as the ceRter of similadty and wkh ratio
m:n. Take one end of each of sup fm and sup gn. They are (a,b),
(c, d) with n(a, b) = m(c, d). Take one direction (pu,q) such that the
leading (p,g)-ferms f', g' ef f, g have terms xay5, =Cyd with ncn-
zero coeMcients, respectively. Then, since a(f',g')!0(x,y) = O, we
see that sup f' and sup g' are simi1ar to each other with origin as the
cettter ef similasity. .Since the points (a,b) Emd (c,d) are oxx supf',
supg', respectively, we see that the ratio is Tn:n. This caR be applied
to any neighbouring edges sqccessively, and we complete the proof.
3. a(f,g)/6(x,y) =1•
  What we want to prove ia this secticxx is the follQwing result (cf.
(AOI, [NNkl).
  THEoREM 3.1. ifa(f, g)la(x,y) is anon-zero constant and ifdegf
År 1, degg År 1, then the convex poiygon off is similar to that ofg,
wiSh en' gin as the ceater cf s]lmlla:ity and with ratie degf : degg,
  REMAaK. The assuaptiog eR the degrees of f, g is important. For
instance, f =r x, g == y + x3 satisfy the Jagobian condition. But, the
convex polygon of f is a line segnent and that of g is a triangle.
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  From now on, in this section, f and g are in K[x, y] and a(f, g)la(x,
  Consider the following statement.
  PRoposlTIoN 3.2. ff degf År 1, degg År 1, then, for any direction
(p, g), d,,(f) + d,,(g) År p + g.
  If this assertion is proved, in view of Theorem 2.1, (2), our proof of
Theorem 2.2 can be applied to prove Theorem 3.1. Thus, in proving
Theorem 3.1, it suffices to prove Proposition 3.2. Main idea of our
proof of Proposition 3.2 is due to [NNk].
  LEMMA 3.3. (1, O), (O, 1) E sup f U sup g. Ftu'therm ore, if (O, 1) Åë
sup f, then (1,O) E sup f.
  LEMMA 3.4. if one off, g, say f, is apolynomial in x only or in y
oniy, then degf = 1.
  Proofs of these two lemmata are straightforward.
  CoRoLLARy 3.5. if degf År 1, then the convex polygon off is not
a line seginent.
  PRooF: Assume the contrary. By Lemma3.3, supf contains (1,O)
or (O,1). Then f is a polynomial in x only or y only. Then degf = 1
by Lemma 3.4.
   For a polynomial h, we define t.(h) and t,(h) by:
t.(h) = max{s 1 (s, O) E sup h U {(O, O)}}
t,(h) = max{s 1 (O,s) E sup hU {(O,O)}}
  PRoposlTIoN 3.6. ffdegf År 1, degg År 1, then t.(f), ty(f), t.(g),
ty(g) are all positive.
  PRooF: It suffices to prove the assertion on t.(f) only. We may
assume that f has no constant term. Assume that t.(f) = O. Then
we have a direction (p,g) such that (i) at least one point of sup f lies
on the line px + gy = O, (ii) p År O, g Åq O, and (iii) no point of supf
lies in the area px + qy År O. Lemma 3.3 shows that (1,O) G supg.
Let f', g' be the lea(ling (p,g)-forms of f, g, respective!y. By our
choice of (p,g), we have dp,(f') = O, dpg(g') )p Årp+ g. Therefore,
by Theorem 2.1, (2), we have a(f',g')10(x,y) = O. Then there is a
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(p,q)-form h such that f', g' E K[h]. in view of the (p,g)-degrees,
dpg(h) År O, and therefore f' must be a constant; a contradiction.
  PRooF oF PRoposmoN 3.2. We may assume that p }2 g. Then
p År O• dpg(f) )p'tt(f) ) p, d,,(g) År.- p•t.(g) ) p. The'refore
dpg(f)+dpg(g) ) 2p• Therefore, ifp År g, then the assertion is proved.
Assume now that p =: g. Then p = 1. dpg(f) = degf, dpg(g) = degg
and d,,(f) + d,,(g) = deg f + degg 2 4 År 2 =p+ g.
4. Some ofpartial results.
  One nice and very diMcult partial result is the one due to Moh
[Mo]. It says if O(f,g)/a(x,y) = 1 and if both degf, degg are less
than 100, then K[f, g] = K[x,y].
  It is too diMcult to sketch the proof.
  One of the partial results which are related to convex polygons is
the following theorern given by Magnus [Ma].
  We maintain the meaning of f, g (a(f, g)la(x, y) = 1) also in this
section.
  MAGNUS THEoREM. if degf, degg are coprime, then K(f,gl =
K[x,y].'
  Let us see how Theorem 3.1 can be used in proving tthis result.
  PROOF OF MAGNUS THEoREM. lf one of degf, degg is one, then we
see K[f, gl = K[x,y]. Therefore, assuming that both degf, degg are
bigger than 1, we shall see a contradiction. L.et rn = degf, n = degg.
Consider the leading (1, 1)-forms f', g' of f, g. Then there is a (1, 1)-
form h such that f', g' E K[h]. Since m and n are coprime, degh
must be one. Then we may assume that h = x. Consider ty(f), ty(g).
By Theorem 3.1, we have t,(f)n == t,(g)m, and ty(f) is divisible by
m, which contradicts O Åq ty(f) Åq m.
  This result was generalized by NaJcai-Baba [NB] to include the
following.
  NAKAI-BABA THEoREM. ff the GCM of degf, degg is 2, then
K[f, gl = K[x, y].
  There is one more generalization•which is known. Namely,
  APPELGATE-ONISHr THEOREM. Let f, g (E K[x,y]) be such that
a(f,g)la(x,y) = 1.
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  (1) ff the GCM of degL degg is aprime number, then one of
      degf, degg divides the other. '
  (2) ff degf is the preduct of twv prime numbers, then K{L gi =
  , K(x,yi.
  Their article {AOI contains some errors. But the proof can be
completed by our Theorem 3.X and some results of Abhyankar [Al.
We skail giveaproof at the end of the article.
  There are several partial amswers of different directions. For in-
stance, Abkyenkar (A, (i9.4)l states the followiRg result.
                                                     '
  ABHYANKAR THEoREM. Let L g (G K{x,yV be assumed that O(f,
g)!S(=, y) is a Ron-zero coastant. 7Tken tlte foaowifig 4 statements are
eguivalent to each othex •
  (1) Tke assumpgion impEes K{f,gl = KCx,yl (Jacobian Coojec-
     ture).
(2) The assumption implies that f has oniy one point at infinity,
(3) The assumption implies that the convex polygon off is a trian-
   gle with vertices (e, g), (m, e), (e, n) with non-negative integers
   m, n. (Note that this include the case thepolygon is a 1ine seg-
   meat.]
(4) The assumption implies that one of degf, degg divides the
   ether.
  Abhyankar [A, (21, 11)l gives the foUowing result also.
  ABHYANKAR THEoREM. Under the same assumption as above, if
it foUows that K(x,y) is a Galois extension ofK(f,g), then we have
KCf, gl = K(x,yi•
  One caa see some more partial results in IBCWI.
  la our study, we like to include the following partial result, which
is ine!uded in the Abhyanlcar theerem stated abeve.
  THEoREM 4.1. ffthe assumption a(Lg)!a(x,y)= 1 (f,g G K[x,yj)
inplies tkat the conyex polygeR eff is a tn'angle (or a liAe segneRt],
then the two-dimensional Jacobian Conjecture is true.






  in this section, we mean by a polynomial a polynomial in x, y over
K, unless the contrary is exp!icit!y stated.
  Resiilts iR this $ectieR ase based eR Abhyankas [Al and we de kot
give detailed references (sorne were generalized by Appe!gate-Onishi
(AOI).
  The following result is easily seen by our Corollaries 1.2, 1.3.
  LEMMA 5.i. ffL g are nep-zere (p,g)-forms and if O(f, g)!e(=,y)
--
 O, then there is a (p,g)-form h such that (i) f, g E K[hl, (ii)
K{h) is integrally closed in K[x,yl. in this case, if dpg(f) ; O, then
dpg(h) l O and there are c, c' E K and non-negative integers s, t such
that f= ck", g=dht. '
  Two polynomials f, g are said to be (p,g)-related if the leading
(p, g)-forms of f, g satisfy the condition in Lemma 5.1.
  LEMMA 5.2. Let f, g be noR-zero (p,g)-foi ms of degree m, n, re-
spectively, th'en we have:
  (1) mf me px f. + gyfy, ng = pxg. + gygy
  (2) px - a(Lg)/a(x,y) me mfg, - ngfy
      gy • O(Lg)/0(x,y) ww hgf. - mfg.
  PRceF: (1) is easily seen by
            px(x'y7). + gy(x'yi)y = (pi + ql')x`yj.
As for (2), we have
       pxa(f,g)la(x,y) -ww det (;:gf.X gf,")
                     wwdet(;X.gf;:gl;," gfi)
                     me det (7I; gf," ) = mfg, -- ng f,
  The second equality is proved simi1arly.
  Fer ReR-zere pclyRomiais f, g, we define:
        6pe(L g) = d,,(fg) - d,,(a(Lg)/a(x, y)) -- p - q
  LEMMA 5.3. Under the circumstances, pve have (1) 6pg(f,g) lir O
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and (2) denoting by f', g' the lea(img (p,q)-forms of f, g, respec-
tively, we have a(f',g')la(x,y) coincides with the leading (p,q)-form
of a(f, g)10(x,y) or O according to 6p,(f,g) is O or not.
  PRooF: (1) is clear. (2) foilows from the fact that dpg(f,g)-p-g
-degree part oÅí 0(f,g)!0(x,y) !s 3(f',g')IS(x,y).
  LEMMA 5.4. Let f, g be polynomials such tkat dp,(f) 7E O and f
and a(f,g)la(x,y) are (p,q)-related. Then there is apolynomial h
such that f and a(L h)/a(x,y) are (p,g)-related and 6,,(f, h) = O
  PRooF: lf 6pg(Lg) rc O, then we rnay take g as h. Supposing that
6pq(f,g) År O, it is enough to show that there is apolynomial h such
that f and a(f,h)/a(x,y) are (p,g)-re!ated and 6,,(f,h) Åq 6,,(f,g)•
  Let ft, g' be the leading (p, g)-ferms cf f, g, respectively. Lemma 5.3
show$ that e(f',g')/6(x,y) = g, and therefore f and g are (p,g)-
related, and there is a polynoiniaJ[ k such that f' m ckS, g' = c'kt
(Lemma 5.1). 'lrhen there is c" E K such that c" 7E O and ft
and c"gS have the sarne leading (p,g)-fbrms. Set h = ft -- c"g'.
Then a(f,h)la(x,y) ww --O(f, c"gS)la(x,y) = ---c"sgSwwia(f,g)10(x,y).
Therefore f and O(Lh)10(x,y) are (p,q)-related.
d,,(0(f, h)!a(x,y)) == d,,(g'-') ÅÄ d,,(a(f,g)/a(x,y))
                = d,,(g'-') + d.,(fg) -p - g - 5,,(S g)
                = d,,(fg') -p-g -- 5,,(S g)
                År dpg(fh) -p - g - 6pq(L g)
This shows that 6pg(L h) Åq 6pg(f,g)•
  CoRoLLARy 5.5. Let f be apolynornial such that dpg(f) 7e O. As-
sume that there is apolynomial g such that f and O(Lg)/a(x,y) are
(p,g)-related. Then there are (p,gÅr-forms h, k such that the leading
(p,g)-foma f' off is ck' (c E K) agd a(h,k)la(x,y) is dkt with
c' E K aRd a non-negative integer t.
  PROoF: By Lemma 5.4, we may assume that 6pg(f,g) = O. Le.t g'
be the leading (p, g)-form of g. Then by Lemma 5.3, a(f',g')/a(x, y)
is the leading (p, q)-form of a(f, g)la(x, y). Therefore, there is a (p, g)-
form h such that leading (p, g)-forrns of f, a(Lg)10(x, y) are ch', c'h"
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(c, c' E K; s, u are non-negative integers). Since dpg(f) vdE O, we have
sÅr O. Now we have:
           c'h" rc O(f',g')/O(x,y) me a(ch',g')/a(q,y)
               ,me esh"ia(h,g')!O(x,y).
Thus u ) s •- 1, and we have the assertion with t = u -s + 1.
  The follewiRg lemma is due te {Ae].
  LEMMA 5.6. Let f be an ixeduci'ble (p,g)-form andg : h/k vvith
(p,g)-forms h, k. Assume that
   (1) dpe(g) = dpg(h) - d,e(k) is Bot zero imd
   (2) in the local ring R = K[x,y](f), a(Lg)/O(x,y) is divisible by
      f'
Then g is alivisibie by f in R.
  PRooF: By the assumption, we have
         (gfyX -p;")(l;)i(.Og) (MOdfR)'
Multiplying mauix (-PgXy ;.Y) from the left, we have
              (;.y:g) =- (g) (..d fR).
Si"ce f is irreducible, we see tkat g E fR.
  LEMMA 5.7. LetLg be (p,g)-forms with d,,(g) 7E O. rrO(f,g)la(x,
y) is divisible by f, then every inrdllcible factor off diyides g.
  PROoF: Let h be an irreducible factor of f and let .f = h'fi (fi
not divisible by h). Then O(f,g)la(x,y) !:E ihi-iA • a(h,g)!O(x,y)
(med h'). Thus 5(h,g)16(=,y) ;g (mod h). Thus, by Leinma5.6,
h divides g.
  LEMMA 5.8. Let f, g be (p,g)-fo=ms such #hat e(f,g)10(x,y) = fN
with a natural number N bigger thah 1. ifp+g År O and if dp,(f) ) O,
then f divides g•
                         - 162 -
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  PRooF: Let h be an irreducible factor of f and let f ma hifi,g ---
h"gi with fx, gi not divisible by h. lfi Åqww J', then h' divides g. Assume
that i Åri
      fN .. a(f,g)/O(x,y) me a(h`fi,hJ'gi)/a(x,y)
         me hi+?' e(A, gi )fo(x, y) + ihi+-!Ae(k, gDla(x, y)
           - J' hi+J'-! gi a(h, A)la(x, y)
Since i År 7' , we see tkat if"( k, gD/O(x, y) - jg"( h, A )!a(x, y) is
divisible by h. Consider k = gllfi in the ring R = K(x,y}(h). We
have
       a(h, k)la( x, y)
     = (gl-ilfl"i)(if! a(h, gi)!a(x, y) - 1'gi O(h, fi )la(x, y))
and this is Åqlivisibie by h. We' shall show d,,(k)' #O. -
       dpg(k) = i' dpg(gi) -'j'dpg(fi) = idpg(g) - 1'dpg(f).
On the other hand, Nd,,(f) = d,g(f) + d,,(g) -p --" g, we have
d,,(g) = (N - 1)d,,(f) +p+ g. Since N År 1 and p+a År O, we
have dpe(g) År dpg(f). SiRce i År 3', we see that dpg(k) År e. Now, by
Lemma 5.7, k is divi$ible by h, which is impossible. Thus i S j. Since
this is true for every irreducible factor of f, we see that f divides g.
  REMARK. As is stated in IAO],iÅq 7' for each h.
  CoRoLLARy 5.9. Under the assumption in Coro11ay 5.5, if fur-
tkermere dpg(f) År e andp+ fi År g, theR the (p,g)-ferm k caf2 be
chosen so that a(h,k)le(x,y) ww h' with s =O or 1.
  As a coreUary to this, we have
  PRoposlTIoN 5.10. Let f, g bepolynomials such that a(f,g)10(x,
y) : 1. Let (p,q) bea direction such thatp+gÅrO and dpg(f) År
e. Tkea there are (p,g)-fcfms h, k sech that (1) the lea(ling (p,g)-
forms f', g' of f, g are of the form ch', c'ht (c, d E K) and (2)
O(h,k)/O(x,y) == h" with u rm O or 1.
  PRcoF: By the definition, f and S(f,g)la(x,y) are (p,g)-related.
Therefore, Åëorollaxy 5.9 shows our assertion.
  .We slvail pay attentieR to sxch a pair h, k iR Proposkien 5.le.
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  THEoREM 5.1i. Let h, k be (p,g)-ferms such that 6(h,k)la(x,y) =
1. Then one ofh, k is ofdegree 1. Consequently, K(h, kl me K(x,y].
  PRooF: By the assumption, we have dpg(h) + dpg(k) = p+g: We
may assume that the peints (1,O), (O,1) are oR the convex polygons
of h, k, respectively. Since h, k are (p,g)-forms, every term of h has
(p,g)-degree p. The simlar is true for k.
  (1) Assunie first that p ) g ) e. Then k is of degree 1, or a
polynomial in y only, hence degk = 1 by Lemma 3.4.
  (2) Assume now that p År e, g Åq e. Then every term ef k must
have negative (p,g)-degree. Then k is divisible by y. lf degh År 1,
degk År 1, theR by Theerem 3.1, we see that the collvex pelygelts ef
h, k are sirnilar, hence both have vertices in the positive area of both
x-axis and y-axi$, which is impo$sible. Thexefore oxxe of degh, degk
must be 1.
  LEMMA 5.12. Let h, k be (p,g)-forms sttch that 5(h,k)/a(x,y) =
h. Then, (1) k maust be reducible, provided that k has no constant
term, aRd (2) there is ne irreducibie polynomial f whcse square di-
vides k.
  PRooF: ff k is irreducible, then h mttst be of the form ck' (c G K)
by Lemma5.7. Then the Jacobian must vanish; a contradiction. Thus
(1) is proved. As for (2), assume that k = fiki, h = f3h! (i År-. 2,
7' År- O; k!, hi not divisible by f). Then the Jacobian must be divisible
by fj+i; a contradiction.
  THEgEEM 5.i3. Let h, k be as in Lenna 5.12. Assamb fptther-
more that pg År O, Then k is the product of irreducible (p,g)-forms
                         .ki, k2 andhis of the form cklki (c E K; i, 1' are nonnegative integers
su ch that i f 1' ). '
  PRceF: By the coRditieR on the Jacobiaa, we have dpg(k) == p+g.
We may assume that p ) g År O.
  (1) ffp :g, theR degk == 2, and k is the preduct gf two 5"ear
forms ki, k2 by Lemma 5.12. Therefore, we see the assertion in this
case by Lemma 5.7.
  (2) Assume that p År g År O. Let k = kik2 (by Lemma 5.12).
dp"(ki) År. g, dpg(kD + dpg(k2) ww p+g implies that one of d,,(ki) is
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 g. Thus we rnay assume that dpg(ki) =p and dpg(k2) ma g. Then
'
 ki ww cx + c'yPlg (O 7E c E K; c' G K and if c' 7E O, then q me 1), and
 k2 me c"y with d' G K. Therefore ki and k2 are irreducible, and the
 assertioR is preved by Lemma 5.7.
   CoRoLLARy 5.14. Under the circumstances, we have K[ki,k2] =
 K[x,y].
   PKceF: Immediate from tke procf abeve.
   CoRoLLARy 5.15. Let f, g G K[x,yl besuch that a(f,g)le(x,y) =
 1. Then the convex polygon ,Nf off has no edge sup f' such that f'
 is the leading (p,g)-form off with pg År O and the edges (a,b), (a', b')
 cf$up f' (a Åq at, 5År 5') are such tkat a5 # O, a'5' f e.
   PRooF: Assume that such an edge exists. By Corollary 5.9, there
 are (p,g)-forms h, k such that a(h,k)la(x,y) = 1 or h, and such
 that f' = ch' with cE K. By Lemma 5.13, h can have at most two
 different irredncible factors. By the assumptSoR, h is divisible by =
 and y. Thus f' me c'x'y) (c' E K) and sup f' is apoint, not an edge.
  Leirma 5.16. het h, k be (1,O)-formTs such that a(h,k)/a(x,y) -"- h
and zet xayb be tke Zeading (i,!)-foimT of k. illen h, k ean be
zax,itten as k -- xahi(y), k er xklÅqyÅr•
  (X) lf deg kl me 1, then hl -- (y-c )b ntth ce K, disregarding
t,he aonstant facto?, and b # a.
  (2) lf deg k2 f 1, tken b -- a( deg &). 3ta}tkemore, the ye is
a rcot c of hi(yÅrwkose m;tZtipZieity is at ZeasS a. Howevey. no
root ef hl(y) has muZtipZiaity exaetZy a.
,,.P: ,' 2oEg.,S:`.n:.delis k', g-Y.5,ellps, i,';.g",' llllllll,:,` :2.03..222:l,Pe
foetorj. ,!f a -ewb, then the Jacobian oÅí k, kvantshes, and a f b.
,.egS.."i-";',2gg, gg`,ll.f Z' b7 .e;bi,a,,b.];g2ee,-,,,Z,; a.ghb,g,Thell'lllgOre
  'b wn. By Lemma S.7, every root of hl(y) is a root of kl(y)•
ki has n rocts and kl has an roots. ttherefoTe, some yoot, say c,
has rrraltiplieity at least a• rf the muLttplicity is exaetly a,
then' by' the transfo]rmation x-a •x, we may assume that c= O.
Then the least degree parts of k,k are alaya, 'xy . Then the gaco--
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bian of k,k has no term of degree 2 , a eontradietion.
  beg k ean be big, as one sees by the fo!iowing exampie:
  ExAMpLE 5.17. Let a, t,"u be natural riumbers such that u ?E a
and set v = ta +a-tu. Then a S v. With a nonzero element c of TÅq,
we set ki st cyt + (a - v) -'i, h x x"y" ki" and k = xyki .
  In this case, b in Lemma 5.16 is v+tu = a(t+1). We can see easily
that a(h, k)la(x, y) = h.
  Now we eonsider the ease where p Åq O. Let h,k be (p,q)-Åíorrns
sueh that a( h,k )/3(x,y) --- h. Set r x - p: Mien (p ,q )-forms of
cteguee c are poiytoniais in T wt x9yY ThereÅíore, h, k are ygritten
#s.h,:,{gd,;if',rf,gk`2R.',g33,,,l; :,fg,lÅífli'l'.,S:` z,m.S;g wrhii:)•
a= cva, b ww d"nrr}. -Let al,'bl be matural numbers sueh that
a:b me ax : bl anct such that al, bl are coprime.
  Lemaa 5.i8. Undey ehe ciyanstance$, ,assmae.that p+qfC.
(1) lf n -"" C, then m =C.'
(2) A$$wne that m f C. Tken n X C and, by setting s = alp"blq,
  Åqi) we have i+nq = aze, 1-np = ble, p+q za se, al-bl m sn,
 (ii) if favtkermye y+q År C, then qÅrpÅÄq ;sÅr C, ai År bl•
  ProeÅí. (1År follows Åírom Lei!msa S.7. Assuae Shat ;n f C. TheR
nfO by Q). Top eRds oÅí sup h Emd sllp k are (a,b) and Q+nq,
1+ny), respeetively. By the JaeobiaA condi"ioxx, the gaeobia!} cf
xayb, xl+n(7yl+nX !gust varxtsh. Thu$ ynq = aie, 1"ny = ble with
a natu ral number e. Therefore paie + qbie= ptq, aie-ble = R(p+q)
me nse. T!}erefore ai-bi su ge. Now we have (Å}i).
  Remark. !nterehangingpand g, we ean apply results above to
the ease where q Åq O. For instanee, eorresponding resutt to (ii)
above is: p År ptq ) q;p tb ig, bi År aii
6. Proef of Theorem 4.1.
  Assume th.at the condition a(Lg)!O(.x,y) ww 1 implies that the con-
vex polygon Nf of f is a triangle having vertices (a,O), (O,b), (O,O)
with nonnegative integers a, b. Under this assumPtion, we are to
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prove the twordimensional Jacobian Conjecture by double induction
on (rn, n), where m and n are determined as follows. Fimst choose one
ef f, g, say f $o that degfS degg. Then take a,ba$ above for Nf.
TheR m = max{a, 5} akd n : mig{a, 5}.
  We may assume that m me a. Since the polygon Nf is a hiangle,
we have m me degf.
  Take a direÅëtion (p,g) so that p:q =b :' a. Then the leading (p,q)-
form f' of f has its s"ppert eR the edge of Nf (here, by the edge,
we mean an edge not on x- or y-axis). By Proposition 5.!e, there are
(p,g)-forms h, k such that O(h,k)la(x,y) == h" withu :O or 1 and
ft = chS with cE K•
  (1) The case where u : e, a = 5. Then (p,g) = (1,1) and degh me
degk = 1, KIh, k] = K{x,yl. Then, in terms of h, k, the degree of f
does not change and the uiangle of f in terms of h, k has only one
 point (a,O) on the old edge of Nf. Therefore the other vertex of the
 new uiangle must be (C,b') with 5' Åq b.
   (2) The case where u meur g, 5 Åq a. Since sup h is parallel to the
edge of Nf, h is not linear, hence k is linear by Theorm 5.11, and
K[h,kl = K[x,y). lf we express f in terms of h, k, then the degree
becomes s me a/(deg h). Hence the new m is smaller than the old rn.
  (3) The case where u =m 1, a == 5. Thea (p,g) = (1,1) and k = kik2
with linear forms ki such that K[ki,k2j = K[x,yi. Furthermore,
f' = ch', h me c'k{kS (c, c' E K). In terms of ki, k2, the highest
degree part of f is c"klik2"i (c" E K). Since the convex polygon must
be a uiangle, oRe gf i, 7' must be g. We may assiime that 3' = C. The
origiRal edge has ends (a,e), (e,a) and the Rew triangle has edges
(a, O), (O, b') with b' Åq a.
  (4) The remaining case, namely, u ww 1 andbÅq a. Our proof of
the case (3) caR be adapted, because K{ki,k2j = Kix,yl by Corol-
7. An approach to the 'Jacobian Conjecture.
  By eur proof given above, it suffces to prove that the asstmption
e(Lg)/a(x,y) = 1 lmplies that tke convex poiygoxx Nf of f ls a
triangie having vertices (a,O), (O,b), (O, O) with nonnegative integers
  Therefore we assume that there are polynomials f, g such that
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  a(f,g)la(x,y) = 1 and the convex polygon Nf of f is not a triangle.
  Then there is a direction (p, q) such that pq År O and the leading (p,q)-
  form f' offis such that sup f' has an end (a,b) with ab 7E O. By
  CoroHary 5.15, we may assume that the othe: end of sup f' is (a',O)
 or (a, b). We apply Theorem 5.13 to f' and we obtain h and k = kik2.
 Since f' is divisible by x, we have ki = x, k2 == y+ cxP/g in (a',O)
 case. If we express f in terms of ki, k2, then the new polygon has
 (a, b) as a vertex, and the corresponding new edge has less value of a'
 (as far as g År O). Considering the edge of the other direction, too, we
  see that:
    Keeping the vertex (a, b) to be a vertex, we can modify variables x,
  y so that the convex polygon Nf is contained in the tetragon having
  vertices (O,O), (a,O), (a,b), (O,b).
    By the symmetry of x, y, we may assume that a År- b. Considering
  the (1, 1)-leading form of f and applying Theorem 5.13, we see that
  a 7E b. Therefore a År b. Then b is not a multiple of a, and we can
  apply Lemma 5.16 to see that the situation is reduced to the case
  where (a, b)' is the unique point of Nf lying on the line x = a.
  Then vve apply the remark to Lemma 5.18, and we see that there
  is no edge of Nf corresponding to a direetion (p,q) such that
 q Åq O, p+q År O, because a År b. Thus vve redueed to the ease IVf
 is contained in the tetragon having vertices (O,O), (a - b,O), (a,b),
 (O,b).
   If a is not a multiple of b, then we can do the same to the edge of
 the other side, and we can reduce to the case that the convex polygon
 Nf is contained in a tetragon having vertices (O, O), (a - b, O), (a, b),
 (O, c), where c is a positive rational number less than b.
   If a is a multiple of b, then we can consider the leading (O, 1)-form
 f", which is of the form ybF(x). Then, taking a c in K such that
  c is a root of F(x) with multiplicity a' bigger than b; the
  existence is seen by applying Lemma 5.16 to (O,1)-direetion.
  Then we vvrite f in terms of x--c, y. Then (a',b) is a vertex
  of N
      f'
  Thus, our conclusion is the following:
  THEoREM 7.1. if there is an f as above, then by asuitable choice
of x', y' such that K[x',y'] = K[x,y], the convex polYgon off in
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terms ofx', y' is as follovvs: •
  It has one vertex (a, b) such that a År bÅr O anda+b= (degree of
f in terms ofx', y') and thepolygon Nf is contained in the tetragon
h4ving vertices (e,O), (a - b,O), (a,b), (O,b). Fbrthermore, (O,b) is
not a point of Nf.
  ffa is not a multiple of b, then (a,b) is the unique point of the
polygon lying on the line y = b.
 !f a is a rrrultiple of b, then N
                            may have another vertex
                              f
 (a',b) (a År a' År b) on the line y = b.
  Aiming to apply this result to some special cases considered by
Appelgate-Onishi [AO], we add a corollary to this. Namely, consider
f, g such that a(f,g)/a(x,y) = 1 such that both degf and degg are
bigger than 1. Then Theorem 3.1 shows that the convex polygons Nf,
IVg are similar, and we see that there is a convex polygon I•V such that
IVf = mW, Ng =nl'V with natural numbers rn,n (m :n= degf:
degg and Tn, n are coprime). Let us call this VPr the basic polygon for
f, g•
  CORoLLARy 7.2. Under the circumstances, the vertex (a,b) in
Theorem 7.1 satisfies the condition that, setting a = mai, b = rnbi,
we have ai, bi are natural numbers which are not qoprime.
  PRooF: Assume that ai, bi are coprime. First, consider the case
bi = 1. Since (O, b) is not on Nf, VV has no vertex on y-axis except for
(O,O), which contradicts Proposition 3.6. Assume now that bi f 1.
Then a is not a multiple of b. Take the edge of Nf having an end at
(a,b) and extending towards y-axis. Let (p,g) be the corresponding
direction to this edge (g År O). By Theorem 7.1, p is negative. W
has an edge paral!el to the edge and having (ai,bi) as an end. Since
VV has a vertex lying on y-axis besides (O,O), aip+ biq 2 g. Then,
Lemma 5.18 shows us a contradiction.
   THEoREM 7.3. (AppELGATE-ONIsm [AOI) Let f,g be polynomi-
 als such that O(f, g)la(x,y) = 1•
   (1) lf GCM of degf, degg is a prime number, say p', then Klf, g]
       = K(x,y].
   (2) lf degf is the product of two prime numbers p', g' (p' may
       be equal to g'), then K[f,gl = K[x,yl.
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  FftooF: (2) foliows from Åq1) easily by ind"ctlon on degg. Namely,
GCM of degf, degg is one of 1, a prime factor of degf, degf. The
fust case follews frem Magftus tkeorem and the seceRd case fel!ows
from (1). As for the third case, since f, g are (1,1)-related, thefe are
c (G K) and r (natural xxumber) such that g --- cf' has degree.less than
degg. Thus the proof is completed by induction on degg. Therefore,
it remaiRs to preve (1). First, coRsider the leadiRg (1,1)-fcrm f' of
f. Let (a, b), (a',b') be two ends of sup f'.
   (i) The case where b rm a' = e: The coRvex polygen Nf of f is theft
a triangle. Take (1, 1) forms h, k given by Theorem 5.13, with respect
to f'. k ex kik2 with linear forms ki, k2. Ifh = klkg with il' S O, then
in terms of ki, k2, we reduce to the case a' =aS O, b' me bf O. In
 the other case, we can reduce to the case a' -- a = degf, b' = b me O.
   (ii) The case where a' = al O, b' =bf O: a =.mai, b=
mbi with ai +6i = pu", where m nt (degf)/p'. Then ai, 6i are
coprime. Applying the preef ef Theorem 7.1 to this case, we have a
contradiction by Corollary 7.2.
   (iil) 'Tke case where sup f i$ nct a point, but not the case (i): By
 Corollary 5.15, either b = O or a' = O. By the symmetry on x, y,
                                'we raay assgme that 5 xe g, a' l g. Take (1,l)-forms h, k glveft by
 Theorem 5.13, with respect to f'. Then we can reduce to the case
(ii)'
   (iv) The remaining Åëase: We may assume that a' = a = degf,
 b' me b= e. Let (a',b") be such that b' År O and $uch that the line
 segrnent combining (a', b') and (a,O) is an edge of Nf. We can write
 a' : ma2, b' =m62,a = mai. Consider first the ca$e where a' pt e.
 Let (p,q) be the direction corresponding to this edge (p :g = b" :
 (a - a") me b2 : (ai - a2)). Consider the leading (p,g)-form f" of f,
and we take h, k given by 'Theorem 5.13. Then we Åëan reduce to the
 case where (a",b") is a vertex of the new polygon of f. a2 +gb2 ww p'
because a = degf = mp". Therefore a2, 52 are coprime. Therefore,
applying the proof of Theorem 7.1, we Qbtain a contradiction. Thus
a' me g, ar}d Ni is a aiangle. b" is a multiple ef m. By Tkeorem 5.l3
 and its proof, we see that the corresponding directioxx (p, g) to the edge
is $uch that p = 1. Therefore b• is a factor ofa ec mp'. Therefore
b' meF m. Now, we apply Theorern 5.13 to reduce degf, keeping (O,b")
to be a vertex. Since every coordinate of every yertex of Nf must be
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a multiple of m, any of other vertices must have O as its y-coordinate.
Therefore, Nf is always a triangle, and wq obtain the case where
degf = m. Then degg is prime to degf, and we have the assertion
by MagRus theorem.
   As another application of our observation, we prove:
   Theorem 7.4. Let L g be polynom2aZs sueh tkat 3(f,gÅr/3(x,y)
 ma 2 and Zet 9 be the G.C.M. ef deg f, deg g.
  (i) lf none of deg f, deg g divides the other thiSe'tD) g.
  (2) Jf D $ 8, then K[f,gl = Kfx,y] and one of deg f, deg g
     divides the other.
   Pyoof. $inee (2) foUows from Q-), it sliffices to pTove (O.
 Let m, n be as in Theorem 7.1. In the reduction process of
 the proof of Theorem 7.i, m : n does not change axxd deg f =
 rnl) does not inerease. Therefore we may assume 'tha't the polygon
Nf of f is as in the eoncksiok of Theorem 7.1.
   Let V be the basic poXygon for f, g. By Theorem 7.1, w
 has a vertex (a,b) (not the same as (cr,b) in Theorem 7.1) sueh
that a År b and such that there is an edge E of J7 sueh that (O
the coryespcRding directlon (p,g) is such that p ÅqQ aRd (2)
(a,b) is an end of E. Sinee aÅr b, we have p+q ÅrO by Propo--
sition 3.6. Now vve apply ilerrrrna 5.18 to this (a,b). Sinee E
is not a point, m in Lenma 5.18 is not O. Thus we adapt the
symbois used in Lemiga 5.i8.
 (M) ale Åq a.
  Xndeed, the edge E is paralleZ to the line going through
(1,X) and (ale,ble). If axe l a, then the line eontaining E
meets with y-axis at a polnt (g,g) wltk yÅq1 aRd W eamot have
a psoper vertex on y-axis.
 (XX) a,b are not coprime.
  This foZlow$ from (I). '
(XX!) b ) 3.
  By ÅqU År, we have bÅr 1. As sume now that b= 2. Then, by
(X), we have Zpme m e = 1. Irhen 1-np = bie = 1, and p = O,
whi6h is not the case.
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  Sinee (a,b) is a poi!it of N, we have a+b S P. !f bl4, then
a År b implies a+b År= 9. Assume that b : 3. Then by (X! ), a is
a rau!tiple of 3. Since aÅr b, we have a) 6, and a+b l 9.
Thus Pk9.
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